
Bow M - Absorber

Hybrid Absorbers-Diffusers

Performance

Technical Information
Features

Type:

Hybrid Absorber

 

Recommended for:

Studios | Recording rooms

 

Absorption Range:

250 Hz to 2000 Hz

 

Purpose: 

Mid-High absorption and diffusion

 

This product is available in the following Fire Rate:

FG | Furniture Grade

_______

 

PRODUCT COMPOSITION:

 

Bow M - Absorber | Natural wood veneer (FG)

- Natural wood  veneer

- Acoustic fabric

- Marine-grade plywood structural frame

- Calibrated cell acoustic foam

 

Bow M - Absorber | Lacquered HMDF (FG)

- Lacquered HMDF

- Acoustic fabric

- Marine-grade Plywood Structural Frame

- Calibrated Cell Acoustic Foam 

 

_______

 

Dimensions:

Bow M | 892x148x107

 



Dimensions:

892x148x107mm | 2.4 Kg



Bow M - Absorber

Hybrid Absorbers-Diffusers

The Bow range is a new design born of the collaboration between Jan Morel and Artnovion.

Bow is an elegant balance between simplicity and futuristic design. Avaliable in 3 sizes, all crafted from premium fabrics and quality wood, lled with

high performance acoustic foam. The Bow is available in 3 different sizes.

Combining the 3 different sizes of Bow creates distinct, unique designs and diffusion patterns.

Each Bow has a solid wooden shell, forming a carefully calibrated semi-circular di user, with dual lateral closed cavities packed with high

performance acoustic foam. The Bow has a further central Helmholtz cavity extending the mid-range frequency absorption, for an overall balanced

mid-high frequency hybrid absorber with an outstanding geometric diffusion.

The Bow can be installed on walls or ceilings, hung on screws by means of a discreet imbedded backboard. It can also be installed directly through the

front of the panel, concealed behind removable side-foam.

Available in a selection of 10 wood and 10 fabric finishes.

Product finishes

Fabric

FG | (TM201) Grigio FG | (TM202) Bianco FG | (TM203) Noce FG | (TM204) Gentian FG | (TM205) Nero

FG | (TM206) Nebbia FG | (TM207) Bordo

Wood

FG | (W01) Cerise FG | (W02) Marron FG | (W03) Wenge FG | (L01) Blanc FG | (L02) Noir

FG | (L03) Rouge FG | (L05) Silver FG | (L06) Noir Vintage FG | (L07) Graphite Black FG | (L08) Rose Gold

FG | (L09) Classic Gold FG | (L10) Bronze
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